
Using StarLogo TNG

Navigating SpaceLand 

SpaceLand 

StarLogo has two windows that you can use to create games and simulations with.

The window to the right, that is mostly green when you open it is called the SpaceLand 
window. This is a 3D space, it is where we can see what is happening in our games and 
simulations. 
You can maximize, minimize and close the SpaceLand window the same way you would 
with other software.

If it isn't already open, in the top set of menus, go to “Windows/SpaceLand”

The image above shows the default setting for SpaceLand, a large green space with two 
turtles in the middle.



Moving around a Room in SpaceLand.

 - There are two basic views of Spaceland – aerial and overhead. 
Aerial is the 3-D view and Overhead is the 2-D view. 

 - To move between the two click “Swap Views” at the bottom of the 
“Miniview” at the bottom left of SpaceLand. You can toggle between these 
two views.

Aerial View     Overhead View

Looking Around SpaceLand

In Aerial view
To pan, hold down left mouse button and drag. 

To rotate, hold down right mouse button and drag, or if you are using a 
trackpad, hold down “Shift” & “Click & Drag”

To zoom in and out, if you have one rotate your mouses Scroll wheel, or 
hold down “Alt” & “Click & Drag”.
 
In Aerial view, you can also see Spaceland from the perspective of an 
agent. There are two possible perspectives: “Agent eye” and “Agent view”.

“Agent-eye”: you see “Spaceland” as if you are the agent and looking from 
its “Eyes” 

“Agent-view”: you see “Spaceland” from behind the agent, “Over its 
shoulder” 



There are two ways to switch to “agent eye” and “agent view.” 

Method One: 

1. Zoom in until you can see an agent close up. 
2. Click on the agent – a window will pop up. 
3. Under the agent’s name, you will see two buttons, one with a picture of an eye and the 
other of the top half of a person. The eye represents “agent eye,” and the person button 
represents “agent view.” Click on these buttons to try out these camera angles. 

Method 2 
You can the two camera angles by clicking on the “Agent Eye” or “Agent View” 
buttons next to the “Arial” button. 

You can click on the left/right arrows to rotate through each agent.

This worksheet is based on  the 'SpaceLand Navigation Guide'
 worksheet developed by the S.T.E.P. 
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